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Abstract
The practice of offshore software development is now as part of global trend adopted by some Western companies. The software development projects operating under geographically-separated settings present the tremendous challenges and require collaboration-intensive activities. This study examines the factors contributing to the success and failure within the context of offshoring software development projects. Furthermore, this study intends to develop a collaboration model for offshore software development that describes the key components operating under distributed development environment. The initial results and limitations of research are also discussed.
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Introduction
As part of the global trend, enterprises are increasingly outsourcing their internal IT work to external service providers to focus their valuable and rare resources on core competencies and businesses. Recent development indicates that offshore outsourcing is now an accepted practice for many firms in the US and Western Europe [1] [2].

Offshore outsourcing (offshoring) involves the practice of handing over IT development and services to offshore sites outside the host country [1] [3]. For instance, some Western firms have transferred their software development tasks to offshore sites in the countries such as India and China. While prior research indicates firms may benefit from offshore outsourcing with lower cost, time to market, resource leverage and disperse risks [2] [3] [4], equally-weighted difficulties are reported in literature, such as cultural and time zone difference, communication ineffectiveness, geographic dispersion and language barrier [1] [2] [5] [6].

In particular, the process of software development work consists of many steps from planning, to coding, testing, implementation, and maintenance [3]. The projects of software development require more intense communication and coordination work. Offshore outsourcing operating under the globally distributed setting inevitably increases the difficulty and complexity of software development work. While prior research in offshore outsourcing may focus on the mitigation of transaction costs and the setup of effective computer-based communication environment [1] [6], little attention has been paid to more comprehensive understanding of collaboration mechanisms for distributed software development. The purpose of this study is to explore best practices operating under distributed environment and factors contributing to the success of offshoring software development projects. Furthermore, this study intends to develop a collaboration model for offshore IT software development that aims to effectively minimize the transaction costs and risks under distributed development environment. Our approach is to focus on the collaboration setting faced by host teams, remote teams and external vendors when sourcing software offshore.

Theoretical Background
Transaction cost economics (TCE)
Transaction costs arise due to information asymmetry and incomplete contracts that lead to subsequent renegotiations when the balance of negotiation power shifts between the transacting parties [7]. Transaction costs refer to the effort, time, and costs incurred in searching, creating, coordinating, negotiating, monitoring, and enforcing a contract between buyers and suppliers [8]. Drawing on TCE theory, outsourcing is considered to be favorable, when transaction costs are low in the external market [9] [10] [11]. Therefore, the decision of offshore software development is often viewed as a rational choice made by firms with lower overhead cost and more skilled labor in offshore sites.

The TCE theory provides the foundation of identifying the factors contributing to various transaction costs under the context of offshore software development, such as communication, coordination, negotiation and supervision. The setup of the multiple-team collaboration between clients and vendors across multiple locations may increase these transaction costs. This study adopts the previously-developed framework in literature that identifies people, process and technology as the basic components to present the collaboration mechanism from various offshore software development projects.
[6]. Figure 1 provides the initial collaboration model derived from Bhat’s work.

Figure 1: Collaboration Model of Offshore IT Outsourcing

**Research Methods**
Given the lack of prior research on offshore collaboration, the case study methodology was used to examine the phenomenon of offshore outsourcing arrangement within the context of software development. Qualitative data were collected through interviews and documentation during 2009. The initial phase of data collection was to identify the key components of the collaboration mechanism in offshore settings. The analysis unit based on each outsourced software development project.

The client firm, Company A, is a US-based international high-tech company manufacturing computing products. In order to achieve competitive advantage in the global market, Company A has been outsourced the software development task of various computing products (i.e. network devices) to offshore vendors for many years. This study examined the components consisting of globally distributed development setting and the difficulties associated with offshore software development.

**Findings**
Our initial findings have shown that communication obstacles increased due to cultural differences and language ability. Time-zone differences added to the difficulties of coordination work and geographic separation hampered knowledge migration. These hidden costs often offset outsourcing benefits such as cost reduction, risk minimization, and agile responses to business needs. Through years of failed experience, Company A arranged the existing working model to effectuate the project coordination and shorten the communication cycle. The project team for offshore software development consisted of the host team in US, the offshore team in Taiwan and the offshore vendor team in Taiwan (as shown in Figure 2).

```
Company A
Host team (US)       Remote team (Taiwan)       Offshore vendor team (Taiwan)
```

**Conclusions**
This study only presents the initial results of the collaboration mechanisms for offshoring software development from a High-Tech firm. In fact, the existing collaboration arrangement within distributed development environment is still evolving. It takes tremendous effort to plan and manage offshore outsourcing projects in details. Future research is needed to further examine the relationships among the multi-team located in geographically separated locations. Despite the promising results, the study has the limited generalizability of the findings using the case methodology.
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